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ABSTRACT 
 

Since Actavis, reverse payment settlements have become more complicated – often involving 

multiple parties in multiple drug and geographic markets.  These settlements seem to have 

become the norm.  They raise new challenges for private plaintiffs and the FTC alike.  Courts 

across the country have had different approaches to these complex settlements.  We argue 

that their approach has led to too many anticompetitive behaviors going unenforced.  Since 

Twombly, Courts have put a heavy evidentiary burden on plaintiffs.  This burden is often 

impossible to satisfy. Courts should start from the context of the deals and the theory behind 

reverse payment, and then add evidence to the specific deal as the plus or supporting factor, 

instead of some of their current approaches of focusing first and foremost on evidence.
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1. INTRODUCTION    

Reverse payment refers to the practice of settling patent cases where the plaintiff-patent 

holder pays the alleged infringer-defendant.1  Reverse payment settlements create frictions 

between two legal aims:2 (1) the patent system attempting to incentivize the development of 

new drugs, by offering a temporary right to exclude others (dynamic efficiency); and (2) the 

competition laws which promote low prices, by encouraging generic entry once a drug is 

created (static efficiency).  

First, some drug manufacturers invent new drugs.  These innovating drug 

manufacturers can exclude others from their market by listing patents with the Food and 

Drug Administration (“FDA”)3 in a New Drug Application (“NDA”).4  An NDA is a “long, 

comprehensive, and costly”5 process designed to ensure the safety and efficacy of new drugs. 

Second, some drug manufacturers produce generic drugs.  These generic producers 

can expedite their market entry by submitting an Abbreviated NDA (“ANDA”).  An ANDA 

is a streamlined NDA process where a generic producer shows that a generic is similar to the 

brand drug.6  Generic firms must also show their drug does not violate any patents.  The 

generic manufacturer files a “Paragraph IV” application asserting that the relevant patents are 

invalid and/or not infringed.7  

Congress created the ANDA process with the Drug Price Competition and Patent 

Term Restoration Act of 1984, commonly known as the Hatch-Waxman Act (the “Act”).8  

The Act was designed to “clean out” poor quality drug patents and benefit consumers with 

 
1 See FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2227 (2013) (discussing the definition of a reverse payment 

settlement). 
2 See In re Cipro Cases I & II, 348 P.3d 845, 850 (Cal. 2015) (discussing how these settlements raise “a crucial 

question at the intersection [of] two bodies of law.”); see also In re Wellbutrin XL Antitrust Litigation, 868 F.3d 

132, 141 (3d Cir. 2017) (discussing how these settlements lie “at the confluence of intellectual property and 

antitrust law.”); see also In re Aggrenox Antitrust Litigation, 94 F. Supp. 3d 224, 233 (D. Conn. 2015) (“This 

case arises at the intersection of two areas of law that would seem to be naturally at odds with one another.”). 
3 See 21 U.S.C. § 355. 
4 Id. 
5 See Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2228. 
6 21 U.S.C. § 355(j). 
7 21 U.S.C. § 355(b)(2)(A)(iv). 
8 Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act of 1984, 21 U.S.C. §§ 301, 355, 360cc. 
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low-price generics.9  To encourage ANDA filings, the Act created a 180-day generic 

exclusivity period for the first-filer: during that period, the ANDA applicant can launch a 

generic and exclude others from entering apart from the NDA applicant, who can produce an 

“Authorized Generic.”10  This exclusivity period often generates the majority of profits for a 

generic drug.11 

A Paragraph IV ANDA is considered a constructive patent infringement.  So, brand 

manufacturers can litigate based on the filing.12  If a timely lawsuit is filed, the FDA cannot 

approve any other ANDA filings for up to thirty months or until lawsuit resolution 

(whichever is sooner).13  Thus, a brand company can delay generic entry by filing an 

infringement lawsuit.  Because the Act is embedded with incentives to litigate nearly all 

ANDA filings, one court described it as an illustration “of the law of unintended 

consequences.”14 

The first section discusses the early theory and case law.  Most of the debate revolved 

around the appropriate counterfactual and legal standard of review used to assess whether a 

settlement was anticompetitive.  The second section discusses the Actavis Supreme Court 

decision that changed how courts assess the anti-competitiveness of a settlement.  It also 

discusses the scholarly debate before and after the decision.  The third section investigates 

how courts have interpreted the Actavis decision, which has left much to interpretation and 

led to inconsistencies. 

The final section discusses multiparty and multimarket agreements and argues that 

they should be treated differently.  For multilateral agreements, enforcement is problematic: 

 
9 For a good discussion on the goals of the Act, see In re Cipro Cases I & II, 348 P.3d 845, 853 (Cal. 2015).  
10 21 U.S.C.  § 355(j)(5)(B)(iv). 
11 The Supreme Court observed that the “vast majority of potential profits for a generic drug manufacturer 

materialize during the 180-day exclusivity period.”  FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2229 (2013). 
12 The Supreme Court further observed that a Paragraph IV filing often means “provoking litigation.”  Id. at 

2228.  
13 21 U.S.C. § 355(c)(3)(C). 
14 Cipro, 348 P.3d 845, 853; see also In re Wellbutrin XL Antitrust Litigation, 868 F.3d 132, 158 (3d Cir. 2017). 

(“Litigiousness was a product of Hatch-Waxman.’’) (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). 
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monitoring and incentive to litigate decrease.  In light of these issues, we argue that courts 

should contextualize these multifaceted deals and reconsider the evidentiary standards 

required to prove anticompetitive behavior by giving more weight to theories. 

2. PRE-ACTAVIS 

Brand manufacturers (the plaintiffs) have more to lose than the generic producers (the 

defendants) have to gain.15  The brand firms want to protect their monopoly rent16 while 

generic firms want a share of that rent.  Thus, brand companies have an incentive to settle and 

delay the defendant’s market entry, which also delays any other entry.  The settlement 

payment can be viewed as the brand firm sharing monopoly profits with the generic.  

a. Settlements and Reverse Payments 

Settlements affect societal welfare.  If a contested patent would not have been invalidated at 

trial (Figure 1 Panel 1), then a settlement (Figure 1 Panel 3) increases societal welfare. The 

settlement allows the generic to enter the market earlier than the trial would have. So, 

settlements should be encouraged, and trials become a waste of resources.   

But if the contested patent would have been invalidated at trial (Figure 1 Panel 2), 

then the same settlement (Figure 1 Panel 3) would decrease societal welfare. This settlement 

delays generic entry later than the trial would have. So, settlement should be discouraged, and 

trials should be encouraged.   

 
15 “The high profit margins of a monopolist drug manufacturer may enable it to pay off a whole series of 

challengers rather than suffer the possible loss of its patent through litigation.”  King Drug v. Smithkline, 791 

F.3d 388, 215 (3d Cir. 2015).  
16 For a lawfully obtained patent, defending its validity could also be construed as an attempt to maintain this 

monopoly.  But, similarly, the Noerr-Pennington (named after the cases Eastern Railroad Presidents 

Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc., 365 U.S. 127, 135 (1961) and United Mine Workers v. Pennington, 

381 U.S. 657, 670 (1965)) doctrine ensures that parties are immune from antitrust liability for attempting to 

influence the passage or enforcement of laws.  Thus, suing to enforce a patent would be immune from antitrust 

enforcement. 
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In other words, depending on the counterfactual world, settlements can be socially 

(un)desirable. Being socially undesirable does not, however, make a settlement unlawful or 

anticompetitive.  The jump from socially undesirable to anticompetitive is complex.  
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 Ex-Post Trial Point of View 

(1) Bad state of the world: patent not invalidated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ex-Post Trial Point of View 

(2) Good state of the world: patent invalidated 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ex-Post Settlement Point of View 

(3) Settlement: patent not invalidated & entry of generic before the expiration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Ex-post Analysis 
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payments from the patent holder (the plaintiff) to the alleged infringer (the defendant), 

whether these payments signaled anticompetitive coordinated behavior (i.e., a cartel), and 

whether these payments could be justified as the lawful exercise of patent rights. 

Reverse payment settlements have been challenged under antitrust law by private 

plaintiffs and the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”).  Private plaintiffs are typically direct 

or indirect18 purchasers facing higher prices due to delayed generic entry.  Private plaintiffs 

can also be rivals claiming that the settlement creates a barrier to entry because of the generic 

exclusivity period.19 

i.  The Early Period (2001–2003) 

 In two early cases, courts assessed these settlements under the per se rule.20  Both 

cases involved an agreement where the ANDA-applicant firm Andrx agreed not to launch an 

“at risk” generic while the patent litigation with brand firm Hoechst Marion Roussel was 

ongoing.21  This settlement created a bottleneck for other rivals because Andrx had yet to 

trigger its 180-day exclusivity period.22 

In Andrx Antitrust Litigation, a rival generic firm sued Andrx.23  The plaintiff alleged 

that it was harmed by the agreement because other generics could not enter the market.  The 

D.C. Circuit held that bottlenecking rivals via a reverse payment settlement was per se illegal 

because it signaled anticompetitive intent to restrain trade.24  In Cardizem Antitrust 

Litigation, purchasers sued claiming that the delays led to higher prices.25  The Sixth Circuit 

 
18 Indirect purchasers often bring claims under state, rather than federal, antitrust laws. For example, see 

Wellbutrin, 868 F.3d at 132. 
19 Most cases with private plaintiffs involve purchasers, but some were brought by rival firms. For example, see 

Andrx Pharms., Inc. v. Biovail Corp. Int’l, 256 F.3d 799 (D.C. Cir. 2001). 
20 See id.; In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litig., 332 F.3d 896 (6th Cir. 2003).  
21 Cardizem Antitrust Litig., 332 F.3d at 896.   
22 Id.  
23 Andrx Pharms., 256 F.3d at 804. 
24 Id. at 815. 
25 Cardizem Antitrust Litig., 332 F.3d at 904.   
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agreed and took it one step further: it implied that any reverse payment that keeps any 

generics out of the market should be seen as prima facie anticompetitive.26 

ii. The Middle Period (2003 – 2010) 

 In 2003, Congress passed the Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and 

Modernization Act of 2003 (“MMA”).27  In response to the rising trend of pay-for-delay 

settlements,28  the law required pharmaceutical companies to report to the FTC and DOJ any 

agreements that concern the manufacture, marketing, or sale of a drug listed in an ANDA 

within ten business days.29  The FTC then publishes annual MMA reports that summarize the 

types of settlements made during that fiscal year.30  

The FTC gained a unique position to monitor anticompetitive agreements because 

these settlements are not disclosed in detail to rivals or to the public.  The FTC has used this 

position to challenge reverse settlements as anticompetitive.  One issue remained unresolved: 

what test should courts apply?  Between 2003 and 2010, Courts did not adopt the FTC-

advocated antitrust test.  Instead, they created a “scope-of-the-patent” test.  For example, in 

Schering–Plough,31  the Eleventh Circuit considered an agreement where the brand firm 

Schering paid the generic firm Upsher for exclusive licenses, and Upsher agreed to delay its 

generic of K-Dur 20.32  The FTC alleged that the payment amounted to an anticompetitive 

pay-for-delay.33  

 
26 Id.; “Much of the Sixth Circuit’s reasoning in Cardizem is equally applicable to cases [that] do not involve 

bottlenecking.”  In re K-Dur Antitrust Litig., 686 F.3d 197, 211 (3d Cir. 2012). 
27 Medicare Prescription Drug, Improvement, and Modernization Act of 2003, H.R. 1, 108th Cong. (2003). 
28 Brad Albert, Armine Black, & Jamie Towey, MMA Reports: No tricks or treats – just facts, FTC: 

COMPETITION MATTERS BLOG (Oct. 27, 2020, 5:15 PM), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/blogs/competition-

matters/2020/10/mma-reports-no-tricks-or-treats-just-facts.  
29 21 U.S.C. §§ 1112–13 (2011). 
30Pharmaceutical Agreement Filings, FED. TRADE COMM’N. (last visited April 5, 2021) 

https://www.ftc.gov/tips-advice/competition-guidance/industry-guidance/health-care/pharmaceutical-agreement-

filings. 
31 Schering–Plough Corp. v. FTC, 402 F.3d 1056 (11th Cir. 2005). 
32 Defendants argued the payment was for licenses, not delayed entry.  The Sixth Circuit agreed but applied its 

reasoning to reverse payments in general: “Simply because a brand-name pharmaceutical company holding a 

patent paid its generic competitor money cannot be the sole basis for a violation of antitrust law.”  Id. at 1076.  
33 Id. at 1061. 
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The Eleventh Circuit held that even if the payment was anticompetitive, it is not 

subject to antitrust scrutiny under the scope-of-the-patent test.34  This test holds that “absent 

sham litigation or fraud in obtaining the patent, a reverse payment settlement is immune from 

antitrust attack so long as its anticompetitive effects fall within the scope of the exclusionary 

potential of the patent.”35 The court held that patents are presumed valid, grant the right to 

exclude, and permit the assignability of the patent to others.36  Patents “cripple competition” 

by their very nature37 and exempt their holder from any anticompetitive conduct.38  Other 

courts during this period followed similar lines of reasoning.39  

iii. The Late Period (2012) 

In 2012, two circuits split on high-profile reverse payment cases. In K-Dur Antitrust 

Litigation,40 purchasers of K-Dur challenged the same agreement as Schering-Plough.41  The 

Third Circuit disagreed with the Eleventh Circuit.  The Third Circuit argued that the 

agreement was not exempt from antitrust scrutiny because the patent validity was unknown.42  

The settlement foreclosed the possibility of competition, which might have existed had the 

patent been litigated.43 The court emphasized the core objectives of the Hatch-Waxman Act: 

 
34 “[Although] an agreement to allocate markets is ‘clearly anticompetitive,’ resulting in reduced competition, 

increased prices, and a diminished output, we nonetheless reversed for a rather simple reason: one of the parties 

owned a patent.”  Id. at 1064 (citing Valley Drug v. Geneva, 344 F.3d 1294, 1304 (11th Cir. 2003)). 
35 FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2230 (2013) (citing FTC v. Watson, 677 F.3d 1298, 1312 (11th Cir. 

2012)). 
36 Schering–Plough, 402 F.3d at 1064. 
37 Id. at 1066.  
38 Id.  
39 See generally Valley Drug v. Geneva, 344 F.3d 1294 (11th Cir. 2003); Schering–Plough v. FTC, 402 F.3d 

1056 (11th Cir. 2005); Joblove v. Barr Labs., Inc. (In re Tamoxifen Citrate Antitrust Litig.), 466 F.3d 187 (2d 

Cir. 2006); Ark. Carpenters Health & Welfare Fund v. Bayer AG (In re Ciprofloxacin Hydrochloride Antitrust 

Litig.), 544 F.3d 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Ark. Carpenters Health & Welfare Fund v. Bayer AG, 604 F.3d 98 (2d 

Cir. 2010). 
40  In re K-Dur Antitrust Litigation, 686 F.3d 197 (3d Cir. 2012). 
41 Id. at 202.  
42 “We do not find the Eleventh Circuit’s decision in Schering–Plough persuasive, and thus decline to follow it.”  

Id. at 211. 
43 Id.  
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eliminating weak patents and promoting low-cost generics.44  After reviewing past cases,45  

the court applied a quick-look test.46  The quick-look test creates a presumption that the 

reverse payment is a prima facie anticompetitive restraint and shifts the burden of proof to 

the defendants, who can then attempt to provide procompetitive justifications to escape 

liability.47 Shortly thereafter, the Eleventh Circuit heard FTC v. Watson, where it reaffirmed 

its scope-of-the-patent test.48  The Supreme Court granted certiorari in Actavis. 

3. ACTAVIS AND ITS REASONING 

Leading up to Actavis, the scholarly community was debating the nature of reverse 

payment settlements and how to determine whether a settlement is anticompetitive. After 

Actavis, scholars have debated how to interpret the decision. The three subsections below 

discuss the scholarly debate pre-Actavis, the Actavis case, and the scholarly interpretation of 

Actavis. 

a. Two pre-Actavis Theories 

Reverse payment settlements lead to better outcome for companies and their shareholders.49  

This benefit could reveal anticompetitive behavior, implying worse outcome for consumers 

and society.  The question then becomes how to identify whether a settlement is 

anticompetitive.  Settlements are compromises (Panel 1 & 2 vs. Panel 3): plaintiffs get less 

than through a positive decision on the merit; and the defendants pay less than their expected 

trial outcome.   

 
44 Id. at 217; see also FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2223, 2234 (2013) (discussing “the general 

procompetitive thrust” of the Act). 
45 The court also revisited the earliest pertinent rulings – Andrx and Cardizem – and concluded these Circuits 

were mostly correct.  For example, the court stated: "We follow the approach suggested by the DC Circuit in 

Andrx and embrace that court's common sense conclusion."  In re K-Dur Antitrust Litigation, 686 F.3d at 218. 
46 Garry A. Gabison, Juries Can Quick Look Too, 10 SETON HALL CIR. REV. 271 (2013) (discussing the quick 

look rule and its limited applications).  
47 Id. 
48 FTC v. Watson, 677 F.3d 1298, 1315 (11th Cir. 2012). 
49 See generally, Keith M. Drake et al., Do “Reverse Payment” Settlements Constitute an Anticompetitive Pay-

for-Delay?, 22 INT’L J. ECON. BUS. 173 (2015) (performing an event study analysis looking at company 

valuation post reverse payment settlement announcement, finding the. company valuation increased; investors 

must believe that these settlements benefits companies, thus, these settlements must be anticompetitive). 
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A compromise can be a form of payment: the “less-than-expected” payment amounts 

to a reverse payment because one party transfers something explicitly (e.g., payment)50 or 

implicitly (e.g., delayed entry) to the other party.51  These compromises help resolve 

uncertainties.  But resolving uncertainties may not be a pro-competitive argument.  

Whether a reverse payment is anticompetitive depends on what counterfactual the 

parties compare the settlement to. The economic debate around reverse payments has 

revolved around two competing counterfactual tests: (1) whether the patent is valid (the 

“more-likely-than-not” test); and (2) when the generic is expected to enter (the “expected-

entry-date” test). Legal scholars proposed a third test, based on (3) payment size (the 

“greater-than-litigation-costs” test). The Actavis court adopted this test.  

The “more-likely-than-not” test refers to assessing a settlement based on the validity 

of the underlying patent: the settlement is anticompetitive if the patent was invalid with 

probability less than 50%.52  Figure 2 Panel 1 depicts a situation where the patent is valid 

33% of the time;53 thus, enforcing it would be anticompetitive under this test.  The patent 

holder uses the settlement to stop a court ruling on validity to prevent competitive entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
50 See, e.g., Marc G. Schildkraut, Patent-Splitting Settlements and the Reverse Payment Fallacy, 71 ANTITRUST 

L.J. 1033 (2004) (arguing that settlements always involve reverse payments). 
51 Id. at 1062 (modelling the effects of reverse payments and arguing that payments are more flexible than 

delayed entry and lead to more efficient settlements). 
52 See, e.g., M. Howard Morse, Settlement of Intellectual Property Disputes in the Pharmaceutical and Medical 

Device Industries: Antitrust Rules, 10 GEO. MASON L. REV. 359 (2002). 
53 Because patent validity, scope, etc. can be challenged, holding a patent does not guarantee a right to exclude, 

rather, it grants the ability to for a party to attempt to exclude in court.  If the same patent was tried in 100 

courts, its holder would only prevail over the validity question 33% of the time. 
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Panel 1: Is the patent more-likely-than-not invalid? 

Patent believed to be valid with probability 33% with 10 years left on the patent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Panel 2: Does the settlement lead to entry after the expected invalidation date? 

Patent believed to be valid with probability 33% with 10 years left on the patent 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Two Test for Anticompetitive Settlements 
 

The “more-likely-than-not” test raises two issues.  First, the test could be interpreted 

objectively: a court would decide whether the patent was ex-ante more-likely-than-not 

invalid.  This test would require courts to decide “a patent case within an antitrust case.”54  

Even then, validity rulings tend to be subjective as well.55 Second, the test could be 

interpreted subjectively.  Courts would decide whether the patent holder “believed” they 

 
54 FTC v. Watson Pharms., Inc., 677 F.3d 1298, 1315 (11th Cir. 2012). 
55 Alberto Galasso & Mark Schankerman, Patents and cumulative Innovation: Causal Evidence from the 

Courts, 130 Q. J. ECON. 317, 334 (2015) (discussing a judge’s propensity to invalidate patents and creating a 

variable reflecting this propensity based on past court decisions). 
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could win the case.  But proving intent could be more complicated than establishing patent 

validity: it requires proving a mental state. 

 However, plaintiffs tend to be optimistic about their chance of winning.56  Trials 

occur when both plaintiff and defendant are overly optimistic.57  This optimism could lead a 

court to find that the patent holder is anticompetitive without holding such intent. 

The “expected-entry-date” test58 suggests that a settlement is anticompetitive if it 

leads to generic entry after the patent was ex-ante expected to become invalid (Figure 2 Panel 

2)59 i.e., a “pay-for-delay.”60  This test focuses on the effect of the payment. 

The two tests can lead to different outcomes.  Under the second test, a settlement that 

leads to an entry date before the expected invalidation date would not be anticompetitive.  

Under the first test, anti-competitiveness depends on the likelihood of invalidation.  A 

settlement that involves a more-likely-than-not invalid patent, but entry occurs before the 

expected invalidation date (Figure 2 Panel 2), would be pro-competitive under the expected-

entry-date test and anticompetitive under the more-likely-than-not test.   

Both tests prove challenging to implement.  They either require investigating validity 

or belief about validity.  So, some legal scholars proposed a different test.  Hovenkamp, 

Janis, and Lemley suggested a “payment-size” or “greater-than-litigation-cost” test.  This test 

reads anticompetitive intent if the patent holder transfers to alleged infringer something of 

value that exceeds litigation costs. 61 While this test is easier to implement, it has detractors.  

 
56 See, e.g., George Loewenstein et. al, Self-Serving Assessments of Fairness and Pretrial Bargaining, 22 J. 

LEGAL STUD. 135, 151 (1993); Robert H. Mnookin, Why Negotiations Fail: An Exploration of Barriers to the 

Resolution of Conflict, 8 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 235 (1993). 
57 Theodore Eisenberg & Henry Farber, The Government as Litigant: Further Tests of the Case Selection Model, 

5 AM. L. & ECON. REV. 94 (2003) (modeling and testing the impact of optimism on trial decision). 
58 See, e.g., Thomas F. Cotter, Refining the Presumptive Illegality Approach to Settlements of Patent Disputes 

Involving Reverse Payments: A Commentary on Hovenkamp, Janis & (and) Lemley, 87 MINN. L. REV. 1789 

(2003); Carl Shapiro, Antitrust limits to patent settlements, 34 RAND J. ECON. 391, 395 (2003). 
59 Shapiro, supra note 58, at 395. 
60 See FTC, Pay–for–Delay: How Drug Company Pay–Offs Cost Consumers Billions (Jan. 2010), 

https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/reports/pay-delay-how-drug-company-pay-offs-cost-

consumers-billions-federal-trade-commission-staff-study/100112payfordelayrpt.pdf.  
61 Herbert Hovenkamp et. al, Anticompetitive Settlement of Intellectual Property Disputes, 87 MINN. L. REV. 

1719, 1759 (2003). 
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Some scholars have pointed out that payments can be larger than litigation costs without 

involving anticompetitive intent because risk preference or different bargaining position 

affect payment size.62  

The legal debate around reverse payment settlement has revolved around the standard 

of review and presumptions.  Before Actavis,63 some scholars argued that reverse payments 

should be reviewed under a rule of reason64 to carry out a case-by-case analysis and assess 

the intents or effects of each settlement. Other scholars favored a quick look approach65 

because they argued reverse payment are almost always anticompetitive.  Still, the quick look 

test allows defendants to prove that the deal was procompetitive.  

Finally, some scholars argue that the per se rule should be applied to these payments 

because reverse payments have no procompetitive benefit.66  In their view, the costs of 

investigating every case under a rule of reason outweigh the benefit of not invalidating some 

competition-neutral reverse payment settlements.67 

b. Actavis 

In Actavis, the Supreme Court resolved the circuit split (and academic debate). The 

Court held that these settlements should be subject to a rule of reason test.  The Court also 

adopted its form of a greater-than-litigation-costs tests: it suggested that a large payment size 

– above and beyond justified costs, such as litigation expenses – could be treated as a proxy 

for patent validity.68   

 
62 Cotter, supra note 58, at 1815 (explaining that preferences and risk aversion affect a party’s threat value (the 

minimum one would accept in a settlement negotiation such that settlement payments could be larger than 

litigation costs without anticompetitive intent).   
63 FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 570 U.S. 136 (2013). 
64 See, e.g., Christopher M. Holman, Do Reverse Payment Settlements Violate the Antitrust Laws, 23 SANTA 

CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. 489 (2006). 
65 Herbert Hovenkamp, Sensible Antitrust Rules for Pharmaceutical Competition, 39 U.S.F. L. REV. 11 (2004). 
66 Keith Leffler & Cristofer Leffler. Efficiency Ttrade-offs in Patent Litigation patent litigation Settlements: 

Analysis Gone Agone stray, 39 U.S.F.L. REV. 33 (2004). 
67 Id. 
68 Actavis, 570 U.S. at 144–46. 
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The case involved the generic firm Actavis (previously known as Watson) and the 

brand firm Solvay, among others.  Actavis held a first-filer ANDA for Solvay’s testosterone 

drug AndroGel.69  Actavis agreed not to market its drug for several years and promote 

AndroGel to urologists.70  In exchange, Solvay would pay Actavis $19-30 million for each 

year of delay.  Other generic firms made similar agreements with Solvay.71  In 2009, the FTC 

sued all parties and claimed that Solvay unlawfully shared its profit to foreclose low-cost 

generic competition.72   

The Supreme Court ruled that these settlements should be subject to a rule of reason 

test.73  The Court rejected the quick-look and per se approaches because a quick-look 

approach is only appropriate where an observer “with a rudimentary understanding of 

economics” could conclude that the conduct was anticompetitive.74  Reverse payments 

appeared too complex for quick-look or per se. 

The Court also rejected the scope-of-the-patent test by examining its patent law 

precedents75 and citing five considerations.76  These “five sets of considerations” supported 

imposing antitrust review: 

“(1) Sometimes patent settlements will have genuine adverse effects on competition; 

(2) these anticompetitive consequences will at least sometimes prove unjustified; (3) 

where a reverse payment threatens to work unjustified anticompetitive harm, the 

patentee likely possesses the power to bring that harm about in practice; (4) it is 

normally not necessary to litigate patent validity to answer the antitrust question [and] 

(5) parties may still settle in other ways.”77   

 
69 Id.  
70 Id.  
71 Id.  
72 Id. 
73 Id. at 159. 
74 Id. (citation omitted) (internal quotation marks omitted).  
75 Id. at 146–54.  
76 Id. at 153–58.  
77 Id. at 170–71 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting) (internal quotation marks omitted).   
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The fourth consideration was the most contested between the majority and dissent.  

The majority, authored by Justice Stephen Breyer, held that payment size can be a “workable 

surrogate” for a patent’s weakness: a larger payment size indicates a weaker patent.78  Justice 

Breyer argued that “the likelihood of a reverse payment bringing about anticompetitive 

effects depends upon its size” in relation to justified cost-factors, such as anticipated future 

litigation costs.79  In essence, the Court adopted its own version of the greater-than-litigation-

costs test.  

The dissent, authored by Chief Justice John Roberts, argued instead that it would be 

impossible for a lower court to use payment size as a proxy because of other factors (e.g., risk 

aversion).80 He warned that lower courts would struggle to resolve antitrust claims without 

addressing the underlying patent claims.81 

The scholarly debate discussed next reflects this difference between the majority and 

dissent opinion. 

c. Theoretical Debate Post-Actavis 

Post Actavis, scholars have attempted to interpret the case. Edlin, Hemphill, 

Hovenkamp and Shapiro argue in favor of the Supreme Court’s inference in Actavis:82 “large 

payments” from the patent holder to the alleged infringer can be construed as evidence of 

anticompetitive intent.   

Other scholars disagree with this test because the risk aversion of the patent holder 

may explain the willingness to pay more today to avoid future uncertainties.83  Thus, these 

scholars argue that payment size may signal preferences instead of intent.84   

 
78 Id. at 158.  
79 Id. at 159. 
80 Id. at 172 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 
81 Id. (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 
82 Aaron Edlin et al., Activating Actavis, 28 ANTITRUST 16 (2013). 
83 Barry C. Harris et al., Activating Actavis: A More Complete Story, 28 ANTITRUST 83 (2013). 
84 Id. at 84. 
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Edlin, Hemphill, Hovenkamp and Shapiro responded that the risk of false positives 

does not outweigh the benefits of judicial efficiency.85  First, false positives will be far and 

few.  Second, defendants still have an opportunity to demonstrate pro-competitive outcomes.  

Finally, judicial efficiency would improve because this test avoids patent invalidity 

investigations and puts the burden of proof on the defendant who holds the evidence. 

 Some scholars focused their criticism on settlement payment size.  Payment size 

depends on the relative bargaining power of each party: if the generic manufacturer is one of 

many, it cannot demand as much as if it was the sole manufacturer.86  Thus, settlement size is 

not a good proxy for patent strength when multiple entrants are involved. 

Other scholars attempted to show that bargaining positions are uneven. Rubio, Turner, 

and Williams estimated that patent holders had more at stake than alleged infringers ($4.3 

billion vs. $204.3 million).87  Therefore, it was rational that patent holders would be willing 

to spend more to settle. However, they also found that the proportion of settlements to trials 

changed after the Schering-Plough decision (which used the more lenient scope-of-the-patent 

test). 

Edlin, Hemphill, Hovenkamp and Shapiro responded that their model addresses this 

issue.88  They argue that while payment size depends on bargaining position, it also signals 

patent strength: the stronger the patent, the higher the threat value of the patent holder, and 

the lower the payment to the generic entrant. Arguably, transfer size depends on market size: 

drug manufacturers will pay more to retain a monopoly in a large market.  Instead, courts 

could look at the reverse payment splits (as portion of profits) to proxy for the patent 

strength. 

 
85 Aaron Edlin et al., Actavis and Error Costs: A Reply to Critics, 14 THE ANTITRUST SOURCE 1, 2 (Oct. 2014). 
86 Bruce H. Kobayashi et al., Actavis and Multiple ANDA Entrants: Beyond the Temporary Duopoly, 29 

ANTITRUST 89 (2014). 
87 Jacobo-Rubio et al., The Distribution of Surplus in the US Pharmaceutical Industry: Evidence from 

Paragraph IV Patent-Litigation Decisions, 63 J. L. & ECON. 203 (2020). 
88 Aaron Edlin et al., The Actavis Inference: Theory and Practice, 67 RUTGERS L. REV. 585 (2015). 
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Finally, these authors discussed non-currency payments.  For example, they discussed 

the promise to not introduce an authorized generic and settlements in unrelated litigations.  

Those two non-currency payments constitute potential retaliations: (1) entry in the same 

market or (2) entry in another market.  The next section discusses these issues in more detail. 

4. BEYOND ACTAVIS  

As the scholarly debate has showed, the fallout of Actavis left much to interpretation.  

This section introduces four questions that lower courts have addressed after Actavis.   

 Since Actavis, lower courts have faced four substantive questions:89 (1) how to apply 

the Actavis test using rule of reason; (2) whether non-cash transfers (i.e., No-AG clauses) 

amount to anticompetitive reverse payments; (3) whether reverse payments can implicitly 

occur across multiple drugs; and (4) what the appropriate evidentiary standard is to prove 

intent and effect for antitrust liability and injury.  Figure 3 summarizes the case distribution.  

   

  

 
89 Two smaller issues have also arisen.  First, the California Supreme Court ruled that Actavis is not dispositive 

on state law because the precedent primarily involved antitrust law, not patent law (only the latter is dispositive 

in California).  See In re Cipro, Cases I & II, 348 P.3d 845 (Cal. (2015).  Second, the Third Circuit ruled that 

Actavis can apply to agreements that delay at-risk generic entry but allow the underlying patent litigation to 

continue.  See In re Wellbutrin XL Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 132, 161–63. (3d Cir. 2017); see also Andrx 

Pharms., Inc. v. Biovail Corp., Int’l, 256 F.3d 799 (D.C. Circ. 2001); In re Cardizem CD Antitrust Litig., 332 

F.3d 896 (6th Cir. 2003) (prior case law that held the same view.) 
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Relevant Reverse Payment Settlement Case Law at U.S. Supreme Court,  

Federal Circuit Courts, and State Supreme Courts (2001-2020) 
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Figure 3: Relevant Reverse Payment Settlement Case Law  

 
90See Andrx Pharms., Inc., 256 F.3d at 799; see also In re Cardizem, 332 F.3d at 896.  
91 See Valley Drug Co. v. Geneva Pharms., Inc., 344 F.3d 1294 (11th Cir. 2003); see also Schering–Plough 

Corp. v. FTC, 402 F.3d 1056 (11th Cir. 2005); Joblove v. Barr Labs., Inc. (In re Tamoxifen Citrate Antitrust 

Litig.), 466 F.3d 187 (2d Cir. 2006); Ark. Carpenters Health & Welfare Fund v. Bayer AG (In re Ciprofloxacin 

Hydrochloride Antitrust Litig.), 544 F.3d 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2008); Arkansas Carpenters Health & Welfare Fund v. 

Bayer AG, 604 F.3d 98 (2d Cir. 2010). 
92 In re K-Dur Antitrust Litig., 686 F.3d 197 (3d Cir. 2012); FTC v. Watson Pharms., Inc., 677 F.3d 1298 (11th 

Cir. 2012). 
93 See FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 570 U.S. 136 (2013). 
94 See King Drug Co. of Florence, Inc. v. Smithkline Beecham Corp., 791 F.3d 388 (3d Cir. 2015); Impax 

Laboratories, Inc. v. FTC, 994 F.3d 484 (5th Cir. 2021).  
95 See id.; In re Loestrin 24 Antitrust Litig., 814 F.3d 538 (1st Cir. 2016); In re Lipitor Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 

231 (3d Cir. 2017) (Lipitor concerned two appeals; the Effexor XR appeal involved a No-AG agreement). 
96 See Lipitor, 868 F.3d at 231; FTC v. AbbVie Inc., 976 F.3d 327 (3d Cir. 2020); In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) 

Antitrust Litig., 842 F.3d 34 (1st Cir. 2016) (Lipitor concerned two appeals; the appeal concerning the Lipitor 

drug involved a multi-drug deal). 
97 Nexium, 842 F.3d at 34; In re Actos End Payor Antitrust Litig., 848 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2017); see also In re 

Wellbutrin XL Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 132 (3d Cir. 2017). 
98 Wellbutrin, 868 F.3d at 132. 
99 In re Cipro Cases I & II, 348 P.3d 845 (Cal. 2015). 
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a. Applying the Actavis Rule-of-Reason Test 

The first issue was how to apply the Actavis rule of reason test.100  In King Drug, the 

Third Circuit overturned a district court decision that treated the five Actavis considerations 

as a legal test.101  The court held that district courts should stick to a traditional rule of reason 

test:102  the plaintiffs must show that the payment would decrease competition; the defendants 

can justify the restraint on competition grounds; and then plaintiffs can rebut.103  For 

example, the defendants could argue that the payment was compensation for litigation 

expenses or for some services provided by the generic firm.104  Since then, all cases have 

followed this framework.   

In a recent case, Impax v. FTC, the Fifth Circuit discussed at length the second and 

third steps of the rule of reason.105  Defendants claimed their settlement was procompetitive 

because it scheduled generic entry prior to patent expiration and exchanged patent licenses to 

limit future litigation.106  The court agreed with the FTC that even if these procompetitive 

benefits were accepted arguendo, they could be achieved by less restrictive alternatives.107  

The court reached this decision by examining “three evidentiary legs—industry practice, 

credibility determinations about settlement negotiations, and economic analysis.”108   

b. Non-Cash Reverse Payments 

The second issue was whether a non-cash payment can be subject to Actavis.  Three 

cases heard by the First and Third Circuits considered settlements where the generic firms 

agreed to delay entry in exchange for the brand firm promising not to introduce an authorized 

 
100 FTC v. Actavis, 570 U.S. 136, 160 (2013) (“We therefore leave to the lower courts the structuring of the 

present rule-of-reason antitrust litigation.”). 
101 King Drug Co. of Florence, Inc. v. SmithKline Beecham Corp., 791 F.3d 388, 411 (3d Cir. 2015).  
102 Id. at 411–13.  
103 Id.; see also In re Lipitor Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 231, 256–57 (3d Cir. 2017) (“The Supreme Court clearly 

placed the onus of explaining or justifying a large reverse payment on antitrust defendants.”). 
104 King Drug, 791 F.3d at 411–13. 
105 Impax Laboratories, Inc. v. FTC, 994 F.3d 484 (5th Cir. 2021). 
106 Id. at 497.  
107 Id. At 497–98.  
108 Id. at 499.  
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generic during the exclusivity period.109  Both circuits ruled that these No Authorized 

Generic (“No-AG”) clauses can amount to an anticompetitive reverse payment because they 

involve an “unusual, unexplained reverse transfer of considerable value.”110  Since then, other 

courts111  have taken for granted that No-AG provisions can be anticompetitive.112  

c. Reverse Payments Across Multiple Markets 

The third issue was whether agreements that occur across multiple markets – either 

product or geographic – can be linked together to reveal a non-cash reverse payment.  Two 

appellate cases discussed this issue.113  

In Lipitor,114 purchasers challenged a near-global settlement between generic firm 

Ranbaxy and brand firm Pfizer over several drugs, including Lipitor, Accupril, and Caduet.115  

Ranbaxy was engaged in a lengthy patent dispute with Pfizer over its cholesterol drug, 

Lipitor.116  Plaintiffs alleges that Pfizer knew Ranbaxy was almost certain to succeed in the 

ANDA filing related suit. 117  Pfizer nevertheless filed another infringement suit “to create the 

illusion of litigation” so that the parties could settle.118 

The plaintiffs argued that Ranbaxy settled the Lipitor dispute that it was likely to win 

because it was facing another Pfizer lawsuit that Ranbaxy was likely to lose.  In the latter 

lawsuit, Pfizer sued Ranbaxy for marketing a high blood pressure drug, Accupril119 and 

 
109 Id. at 388; In re Loestrin 24 Fe Antitrust Litig., 261 F. Supp 3d 307 (D.R.I. 2017); Lipitor, 868 F.3d 231 

(involving two appeals, one of which (the Effexor XR appeal) involved a No-AG agreement).  
110 King Drug, 791 F.3d at 394. 
111 See In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litig., 842 F.3d 34 (1st Cir. 2016); In re Wellbutrin XL Antitrust 

Litig., 868 F.3d 132 (3d. Cir. 2017). 
112 Some observers have argued that it is now settled law that Actavis applies to non-cash payments such as No-

AG clauses. “The Loestrin decision also effectively disposes of the possibility of Supreme Court review [for 

non-cash reverse payments] . . . There is no circuit split.”  Michael A. Carrier, The US Court of Appeals for the 

First Circuit Concludes that a Reverse Payment Need not be in Cash (Loestrin), E-COMPETITIONS BULL. 1 

(2016). 
113 In re Lipitor Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 231 (3d Cir. 2017); FTC v. AbbVie Inc., 976 F.3d 327 (3d Cir. 2020). 
114 Lipitor, 868 F.3d at 231. 
115 Id. (considering two appeals: Lipitor and Effexor XR; the latter was not a multimarket agreement). 
116 Id. at 242–45.  
117 Id. at 244.   
118 Id. (internal quotation marks omitted). 
119 Id.  
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requested over $200 million in damage.120  In their settlement, Ranbaxy agreed not to launch 

a generic Lipitor and paid $1 million for an exclusive Accupril license to evade damages.121  

The arrangement also settled a lawsuit in Canada for another drug, Caduet.122  The Third 

Circuit held that the agreement could be explained as an implicit payment to Ranbaxy to 

delay its entry in the higher-valued Lipitor market by waiving its liabilities in the other 

markets.123  The Third Circuit held that this multi-drug and multi-jurisdictional agreement 

can be a form of non-cash reverse payment subject to Actavis.124   

In FTC v. AbbVie Inc.,125 the Third Circuit considered a dispute over a testosterone 

drug, AndroGel.126  Teva had been attempting to launch a generic and believed it would 

succeed.127  Instead, Teva settled with the brand firm AbbVie (formerly Solvay).128  On the 

same day, the parties signed another deal involving AbbVie’s cholesterol drug TriCor.129  

Teva already had an agreement with AbbVie to launch TriCor, but it faced difficulties 

reaching FDA approval.130  This new deal granted Teva exclusive licenses to sell an AbbVie-

supplied TriCor generic in exchange for small royalty and production fees.131  

The FTC alleged that the new TriCor deal was compensation for the AndroGel 

agreement.132  The FTC argued that AbbVie was sacrificing about $100 millions in TriCor 

sales to protect billions in AndroGel sales.133  The district court argued that each deal should 

be analyzed separately.134  But the Third Circuit ruled that both deals could be linked to show 

 
120 Id.  
121 Id. at 244–45.  
122 Id.  
123 Id. at 245.  
124 Id. at 253.  
125 FTC v. AbbVie Inc., 976 F.3d 327 (3d Cir. 2020). 
126 Id. AndroGel was the same drug featured in Actavis. FTC v. Actavis, Inc., 570 U.S. 136, 144–46 (2013). 
127AbbVie, 976 F.3d at 344–45.  
128 Id.  
129 Id.  
130 Id.   
131 Id.  
132 Id. at 345.  
133 Id.  
134 Id. at 358.  
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a reverse payment.135 Linking these agreements however is no simple task.  And determining 

the evidentiary standards for a sufficient link is even harder.  The next subsection discusses 

the evidentiary standards for liability and injury.  

d. Evidentiary Standard for Liability versus Injury 

The final issue was determining the appropriate evidentiary standard for liability and 

injury.  Three circuits have grappled with this issue. In Wellbutrin, the Third Circuit ruled 

that defendants may be liable for intent to monopolize, but plaintiffs lacked standing because 

injury was not proven.136  The reverse payment deal left one patent dispute unresolved.  The 

large payment size suggested that the generic intended entry despite the unresolved patent.  

But the court ruled that plaintiffs had to show that the unresolved patent was likely to be 

invalid.  The court argued that payment size was insufficient proof – in line with the Actavis 

dissent.137  Some observers accused the court of violating Actavis;138 others claimed Actavis 

was dispositive on liability – not injury.139   

In Re: Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litigation,140 the First Circuit aligned with 

Wellbutrin141 and affirmed a district court that asked the jury to distinguish between liability 

and injury.142 The jury found that AstraZeneca and Ranbaxy entered into a billion-dollar 

reverse payment, but the agreement did not cause injury because Ranbaxy faced unforeseen 

quality control issues afterwards that prohibited marketing drugs.143  

 
135 Id. at 381. 
136 In re Wellbutrin XL Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d at 169–70. 
137 Id. at 168.  
138 Michael A. Carrier, The Curious Case of Wellbutrin: How the Third Circuit Mistook Itself for the Supreme 

Court, 103 CORNELL L. REV. ONLINE 74 (2018). 
139 Margaret O'Grady & Peter Spaeth, Principles of Antitrust Causation are Alive and Well[butrin]: Why the 

Third Circuit Got It Right, BLOOMBERG (Mar. 12, 2018, 4:02 PM), 

https://news.bloomberglaw.com/corporate-governance/principles-of-antitrust-causation-are-alive-and-

wellbutrin-why-the-third-circuit-got-it-right.  
140 In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litig., 842 F.3d 34 (1st Cir. 2016). The court also rejected a 

conspiracy claim that is discussed in the next section.  
141 Id. at 63 (“In re Wellbutrin XL, a post-Actavis decision at the summary judgment stage, is persuasive.”). 
142 Id. at 65. 
143 Id. at 43.  
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Finally, In re Actos End Payor Antitrust Litigation,144 the Second Circuit rejected an 

injury claim where effect rested on intent.  The brand manufacturer had fraudulently claimed 

that generic entry would infringe additional patents.  Plaintiffs could not prove that the 

settling generics were aware of the fraud.  The court rejected the plaintiff’s argument that the 

large payment size to prevent generic entry implied that they knew.145  Here, antitrust injury 

(the effect) depended on whether the generics knew they could enter (their intent).146   

The blending of effect and intent in Actos problematizes the clear-cut distinction 

between liability and harm attempted in Wellbutrin and Nexium.  These cases highlight the 

challenge of such distinctions.  This problem is exacerbated when multiple intents and effects 

coexist.  The next section dives further into this conundrum for multilateral agreements.  

5. MULTILATERAL AGREEMENTS 

Multilateral reverse settlements occur when settlements involve multiple generic 

companies or markets.  Three types of multilateral settlement have emerged in recent cases.   

First, the patent holder may act as the hub to the generic spokes.  In this situation, the 

patent holder forms similar agreement with multiple generics (e.g., In Re Actos Direct 

Purchaser Antitrust Litigation147).  Each settlement contains an entry clause that permits the 

generic to enter the market if another generic enters.  Thus, no generic has the incentive to 

enter because others will enter simultaneously, decimating profits for everyone. 

Second, the patent holder may launch litigation or may already be litigating against 

the same generic entrant in a different product market.  Most pharmaceutical companies, 

brand-name or generic, carry a portfolio of patented drugs.  A patent holder may leverage one 

 
144 In re Actos End Payor Antitrust Litig., 848 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2017).  
145 Id. at 98.  
146 Id.  
147 See In re Actos Direct Purchaser Antitrust Litig., 414 F. Supp. 3d 635 (S.D.N.Y. 2019). 
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market against the threat of entry (through authorized generics) in another market (e.g., 

Nexium148). 

Third, the patent holder may leverage a different geographic market.  As with the 

product market, most pharmaceutical companies operate in different geographic markets.  

The generic company may be able to enter one market because of a weak patent.  But patents 

are jurisdiction-specific, and its equivalent in another market may be stronger.  Thus, a patent 

holder may leverage its patent family to ensure market exclusivity in both markets (e.g., 

Lipitor).149 

Multilateral agreements are widespread, but they have not been given the attention 

they deserve.  Table 1 lists the structure of the alleged anticompetitive reverse payment 

scheme for every identified post-Actavis federal court ruling.  Many post-Actavis schemes 

involve multiple drugs and/or multiple parties.  In many situations, parties mix more than one 

type of multilateral agreement.   

While multilateral agreements are common, courts have not appreciated their unique 

evidentiary challenges.  This section argues that proving intent and effect in multilateral 

agreements should be different from unilateral agreements.  Multiparty agreements can be 

structured to force generics to engage in anticompetitive coordination (even if that was not 

their original intent).  Multi-market agreements can be designed to disguise anticompetitive 

reverse payments by using facially competition-neutral deals and concealing intent through 

attorney-client privilege and different national jurisdictions.  In these situations, courts must 

reconsider evidentiary standards and account for their full context.  

  

 
148 In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litig., 842 F.3d 34, 65 (1st Cir. 2016). 
149 In re Lipitor Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 231, 253 (3d Cir. 2017). 
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Case Citation 

Reverse 

Settlement 

Year 

Court 

Decision 

Year 
Multi-

party A  

Multi-

drug B 
Multi-

jurisdiction C 
Uni-

lateral D 

King Drug v. Smithkline, 791 F.3d 388 (3d 

Cir. 2015) 
2005 2015    X 

In re Niaspan Antitrust Litigation, 42 F. Supp. 

3d 735 (E.D. Penn. 2014) 
2005 2014    X 

In Re: Modafinil Antitrust Litigation, 837 

F.3d 238 (3d Cir. 2018) 
2005-6 2018 X    

Wellbutrin XL Antitrust Litigation, 868 F.3d 

132, 141 (3rd Cir. 2017) 
2007 2017    X 

In re Nexium Antitrust Litigation, 842 F.3d 34 

(1st Cir. 2016) 
2008 2016 X X   

In re Lipitor Antitrust Litigation, 868 F.3d 231 

(3d Cir. 2017) 
2008 2017 X X X  

In Re: Aggrenox Antitrust Litigation, 94 F. 

Supp. 3d 224 (D. Conn. 2015) 
2008 2015  X   

Staley v. Gilead Sciences, Inc., 446 F. Supp. 

3d 578 (N.D. Cal. 2020) 
2008 2020 X    

In re Solodyn Antitrust Litigation, No. 14-md-

02503-DJC, 2015 WL 5458570, at *1 (D. 

Mass. 2015) 
2008-11 2015 X    

In re Loestrin Antitrust Litigation, Nos. 14-

2071, 15-1250, 2016 WL 698077, at *1 (1st 

Cir. 2016) 
2009 2016 X X   

In re Actos End Payor Antitrust Litigation, 

848 F.3d 89 (3d Cir. 2017) 
2010 2017 X    

In re Namenda Direct Purchaser Antitrust 

Litigation, 331 F. Supp. 3d 152 (S.D.N.Y. 

2019) 
2010 2019 X    

In re Opana ER Antitrust Litigation, 162 F. 

Supp. 3d 704 (N.D. Ill. 2016); see also Impax. 

v. FTC, 994 F.3d 484 (5th Cir. 2021) 
2010 

2016/ 

2021 
   X 

FTC v. AbbVie, Inc., 976 F.3d 327 (3rd Cir. 

2020) 
2011 2020 X X   

In re Novartis & Par Antitrust Litigation, 18 

Civ. 4361 (AKH), 2019 WL 3841711, at *1 

(S.D.N.Y. 2019) 
2011 2019    X 

United Food and Commercial Workers v. 

Teikoku Pharma USA, 74 F. Supp. 3d 1052 

(N.D. Cal. 2014) 
2012 2014    X 

Picone v. Shire, No. 16-cv-12396-ADB, 2017 

WL 4873506, at *1 (D. Mass. 2017) 
2012 2017 X    

In re Asacol Antitrust Litigation, 233 F. Supp. 

3d 247 (D. Mass. 2017) 
2013 2017 X    

In re Humira (Adalimumab) Antitrust 

Litigation, 465 F. Supp. 3d 811 (N.D. Ill. 

2020) 
2017-18 2020 X  X  

18 Total Cases     12 5 2 6 
A Multiparty agreements include both explicit and alleged deals formed by multiple generics with a brand.  
B These multidrug agreements involve multiple, unrelated drugs with ANDA filings.  Agreements that only involved old and new versions of a 

drug, such as when a brand firm settles with generics while attempting a product-switch (e.g., Modafinil, Wellbutrin, Staley, Actos, Namenda, and 

Asacol), are excluded.  If they were included, there would be 11 multidrug agreements on this list and only 5 unilateral agreements.   
C Multi-jurisdiction agreements involve settlements formed in multiple countries (i.e., US and Canada).  
D Unilateral agreements are ‘standard’ or ‘naked’ reverse payments with just two parties and one market.  

Table 1: List of all identified federal court rulings that were subject to Actavis and the structure(s) of the 
alleged reverse payment scheme.  
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a. Intent versus Effect: Multiparty Settlements 

The FTC, scholars, and courts have struggled with whether plaintiffs should prove 

intent and/or effect.  Courts have put more weight on the effect of a corporate behavior – 

instead of its intent – under the rule of reason in many situations.150   The reasons may lay 

with judicial efficiency: the intents of parties can be difficult to prove.151  For conspiracy to 

monopolize, however, courts still require intent152 – leaving plaintiffs to prove intent and 

effect. 

Settlements involve two or more entities coordinating where each party may have 

their own intent.  Anticompetitive intent can be difficult to read in most settlements.  While 

the intent of the patent holders seems obvious, the generic manufacturers have more 

ambiguous reasons to settle. 

Proving effect is not easier.  The “expected-entry-date” test attempts to grasp at the 

effect of a settlement.  This test compares the settlement outcome to a fictional expectation 

world.  It asks whether the generic was delayed as compared to this fictional world.  

However, plaintiffs have struggled to establish a sufficiently plausible counterfactual world 

to overcome Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly.153  Since Twombly, antitrust plaintiffs cannot 

rely on theory of harms or statistical predictions: they must plead the specifics of the case.154  

Courts have disagreed on what constitute pleading the specifics in reverse payment cases. 

Without the use of theory or statistics, proving specific intent leaves plaintiffs with a 

mountain to climb.  The Third Circuit has interpreted Twombly requirements to mean that 

plaintiffs must show that the payment led to a delayed entry that caused an actionable 

 
150 Richard S. Wirtz, Purpose and Effect in Sherman Act Conspiracies, 57 WASH. L. REV. 1, 42 (1981) (quoting 

Senator John Sherman and discussing the courts use of purpose versus effect in assessing the anti-

competitiveness of agreements). 
151 Id. at 23 (“Many agreements that on the whole are injurious to competition are entered into under 

circumstances that make anticompetitive purpose difficult or impossible to prove.”). 
152 See e.g., Kotteakos v. United States, 328 U.S. 750, 755 (1946) (discussing the intent of each conspiracy). 
153 See Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 127 U.S 1955, 1965 (2007). 
154 Id. at 1974 (“Here, in contrast, we do not require heightened fact pleading of specifics, but only enough facts 

to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”). 
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harm.155  In Wellbutrin,156 the Third Circuit found that a reverse payment occurred; but the 

plaintiffs failed to show that it had any effect because the generic may not have been able to 

enter earlier. 

 The counterfactual world where the parties had not settled remains a theory.  

Defendants can present an alternative theory.  In Wellbutrin, the plaintiff presented two 

theories: (1) generic manufacturers would have been able to enter because the obstacle to 

entry was a patent held by a non-practicing entity, who monetized its patent through 

licensing;157 and (2) in the worst-case scenario, the generic manufacturer could have 

challenged this patent’s validity.  The Third Circuit found these theories too speculative.158 

The Third Circuit required proof of a reverse payment and proof of delayed entry.159  

The court implied that generic manufacturers may file a Paragraph IV for other reasons than 

to enter the market; but the court did not elaborate. The intent of generic applicants should 

not require this level of evidence.  Paragraph IV filings expose generics to infringement 

litigation – regardless of market entry.  If the generic manufacturer did not file an ANDA to 

enter the market, then the only alternative explanation is that it wanted to rent seek by 

inducing a brand manufacturer to litigate, settle, and receive a cut of monopoly profits.  This 

would qualify as an attempt to monopolize under the Sherman Act. 

Multiparty settlements should require even less evidentiary support.  Multiparty 

settlements show a modus operandi.  They increase the likelihood of anticompetitive 

coordination.  However, courts have not been convinced. 

 
155 FTC v. Abbvie, 976 F.3d 327, 371 (3rd Cir. 2020) (holding that the FTC cannot request damages under 

section 13 of the FTC Act). 
156 In re Wellbutrin Xl Anti- Trust Litig. Indirect Purchaser Class, 868 F.3d 132, 168 (3d Cir. 2016). 
157 Id. at 166–67. 
158 Id. at 167–69. 
159 Id. at 153. This approach resembles the “compare-to-expected-outcome” test.  It focuses on the “effect” of 

the settlement.  This test compares the settlement outcome to a fictional expectational world and asks whether 

the generic was delayed as compared to this fictional world. 
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The hub-and-spoke (or rimless wheel160) scheme refers to a situation where one party 

(the hub) negotiates with multiple other parties (the spokes) to coordinate their behavior.  

Each agreement may not restrict competition, but, collectively, the mechanism raises 

anticompetitive concerns.  For example, most-favored nation (MFN) clauses can be viewed 

as increasing efficiency because they encourage price flexibility in long-term contracts;161 

however, these clauses also can help the spokes collude.162  With MFN clauses, spokes have 

no incentive to bargain for lower prices because they know their rivals would receive the 

same benefits (i.e., a negative externality to competing).  

Settlement clauses must similarly be contextualized. In both, In re Actos End-Payor 

Antitrust Litig.163 and In Re Actos Direct Purchaser Antitrust Litigation,164 the brand 

manufacturer (Takeda) had a patent that was about to expire. It filed two other patents and 

NDAs combining the patented drug with other drugs. Multiple generic manufacturers filed 

ANDAs and Paragraph IV certifications on the original patent.165  Takeda sued. The court 

found that the original patent was not invalid and was infringed.166 

Takeda had filed the new patents with the hope of extending its monopoly. The court 

never ruled on these two latter patents, and Takeda settled the cases with nine generic 

manufacturers. In the settlements, the parties agreed to delay generic entry “20 months after 

the [original] substance patent expired, and almost four years prior to the expiration of the 

[latter] Patents” using a non-exclusive license.167 

The settlements also contained a “coordination clause” (also known as “acceleration” 

or “contingency” clause). This clause specifies that “if any other generic … product entered 

 
160 See Dickson v. Microsoft Corp., 309 F. 3d 193, 203 (4th Cir 2002). 
161 Keith J. Crocker & Thomas P. Lyon, What Do Facilitating Practices Facilitate – An Empirical Investigation 

of Most-Favored-Nation Clauses in Natural Gas Contracts, 37 J.L. & ECON. 297, 301–04 (1994). 
162 Id. at 299–301. 
163 United Food & Com. Workers Local 1776 v. Crosby Tugs, LLC (In re Actos End-Payor Antitrust Litig.), 

848 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2017). 
164 In re Actos Direct Purchaser Antitrust Litig., 414 F. Supp. 3d 635, 640 (S.D.N.Y. 2019). 
165 In re Actos End-Payor Antitrust Litig., 848 F.3d 89, 95 (2d Cir. 2017). 
166 In re Actos Direct Purchaser Antitrust Litig., 414 F. Supp. 3d at 638. 
167 Id. at 639–40. 
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the market on a date before [the settled generic date], the first generics could also enter the 

market on such a date.”168  The terms of the agreements were confidential, but the plaintiffs 

alleged that generic manufacturers knew they “were getting the same deal.”169 

These coordination clauses have the same effect as MFN clauses: they can increase 

efficiency and decrease competition. The parties are more likely to settle if they know they 

are not disadvantaged compared to their competitors. However, they also facilitate a hub-and-

spoke structure. If the generic competitors directly negotiated, the coordination entry clause 

would be per se unlawful. In the Actos cases, the Southern District of New York and the 

Second Circuit de-contextualized the agreements. They viewed the agreements as one 

element and the statements to the FDA with regard to the follow-on patent coverage and 

validity as another.  The courts focused on intent for the first issue and effect for the second.  

On the first issue, the district court170  stated that “even if the Court were to credit 

Plaintiffs’ speculation as to how other generics would have acted if not for the acceleration 

clauses, it remains unpersuaded that this kind of settlement term is made unlawful by 

Actavis.”171  The court found that the coordination clause did not prove intent, and effect was 

too speculative. 

The Second Circuit court agreed with the outcome but had a different reasoning. The 

court agreed that settlements were not anticompetitive because the “causation” was too 

tenuous. Causation would require proving that the generic manufacturers knew that the 

follow-on patents where not an obstacle to entry.172  The court focused on the intent of the 

generic manufacturers: the plaintiff did not show that they knew Takeda may have misstated 

 
168 Id. at 640. 
169 Id. at 640–41. 
170 In re Actos End Payor Antitrust Litig., No. 13-CV-9244 RA, 2015 WL 5610752, at *16 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 22, 

2015), aff'd in part, vacated in part, 848 F.3d 89 (2d Cir. 2017). 
171 Id. 
172 In re Actos End-Payor Antitrust Litig., 848 F.3d at 93–94 (explaining that the patent holder must specify to 

the FDA whether these patents are new ‘drug’ (or ‘drug substance’), ‘drug product,’ or ‘method of use’ patents 

and adding that according to the plaintiffs and another generic company, the follow-on patents were wrongly 

labelled as drug product or method of use patents when they should have been labelled only as method of use 

patents, which would have allowed generics for non-infringing uses). 
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the nature of the follow-on patents to the FDA. The court did not rule on the anticompetitive 

nature of coordination clauses. 

The district and Circuit courts focused on the intent of generic manufacturers without 

addressing the intent of the brand manufacturer in settling. The intent of these entrants should 

be read within the coordination clause context. Multiple entrants create new problems for 

courts because the Actavis “large payment” test becomes harder to implement. Kobayashi, 

Wright, Ginsburg, and Tsai argue that as more entrants are involved, the settlement payment 

size per entrant decreases.173  In this situation, the payment size cannot be used alone to infer 

anticompetitive intent. 

Patent holders could also face demands unrelated to the number of entrants.  If the 

entries are sequential, then the payment history affects the patent holder’s willingness to pay 

to settle.  But the entrants’ demands (threat value) are unaffected: each would be the first 

entrant.  The coordination clauses avoid this problem: all entrants are on a level playing field 

and guaranteed the same payoff.  In other words, these clauses turn a sequential entry game 

into a repeated simultaneous entry game with a cooperative equilibrium. 

On the second issue, the courts focused on the statements made to the FDA about the 

nature of the follow-on patents.174  The defendants argued that the plaintiffs should show that 

the alleged coconspirators knew the statements to the FDA were false. Instead, the court 

focused on the effect of these statements and ignored the generic manufacturers’ intent. One 

generic manufacturer (Teva) ignored the brand’s classification of its follow-on patents. Teva 

filed a Section VIII to make a generic for non-patented uses.175  Unlike Paragraph IV 

applicants, Section VIII applicants face no exclusion period (i.e., no bottleneck). 

 
173 Bruce H. Kobayashi, et al., Actavis and Multiple ANDA Entrants: Beyond the Temporary Duopoly, 29 

A.B.A.  ANTITRUST 89 (2015). 
174 In re Actos End-Payor Antitrust Litig., 848 F.3d at 99. 
175 Id. at 94. 
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Under the coordination clause, had the Section VIII applicant entered the market, then 

all generics could have entered as well. One settling generic manufacturer (Sandoz) 

petitioned the FDA to stop the Section VIII applicant entry.176  The FDA relied on the 

brand’s statements and forced the Section VIII applicant to make a Paragraph IV application.  

In the end, this petition forced Teva to sign onto the same agreement and same coordination 

clause.177 

A competitor petitioning the government to prevent entry should always raise 

concerns.178  Because Section VIII applicants face no exclusivity period, Sandoz should have 

wanted an entry to trigger its own if the market was competitive.  This petition reveals that 

Sandoz – despite not receiving a cash payment – would prefer to delay entry and maintain the 

bottleneck.  Plaintiffs can speculate about their intent, but the effect was that the coordination 

clause distorted entry incentives. 

In Nexium,179 the First Circuit considered two claims: a unilateral reverse payment 

between AstraZeneca (patent holder) and Ranbaxy (generic); and a conspiracy claim 

AstraZeneca, Ranbaxy, and Teva (another generic applicant that settled).  The first claim was 

discussed earlier.  The second claim is further addressed here. Plaintiffs argued that the 

coordination clauses supported the existence of a conspiracy. The court did not find this 

evidence sufficient and required the plaintiff to show some communication between the 

 
176 Id. at 96.; see also In re Actos End-Payor Antitrust Litig., 417 F. Supp. 3d 352, 358 (S.D.N.Y. 2019) 

(suggesting “[u]nder this theory, the FDA’s ruling on Sandoz’s citizen petition, which required Teva to file 

Paragraph IV certifications as to the Patents’ drug product claims, forced Teva to become subject to the 180-day 

bottleneck because it was not a first-filer.”). 
177 “[The patent holder]’s allegedly false descriptions – as made to the FDA in response to the [settler] citizen 

petition – caused the FDA to cause [the generic manufacturer] to file Paragraph IV certifications as to the drug 

product claims of the Patents. This allegedly led [this manufacturer] to settle its pending lawsuit with [the patent 

holder] by a accepting a license to market an authorized-generic version of ACTOS on the earlier of August 17, 

2012 or the date another generic version of ACTOS entered the market.” In re Actos End-Payor Antitrust 

Litigation, 417 F. Supp. 3d at 359.  
178 In this case, the Noerr-Pennington exemption (see supra note 16) may not apply. See California Motor 

Transport Co. v. Trucking Unlimited, 92 S. Ct. 609 (1972). 
179 In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litigation, 842 F.3d 34 (1st Cir. 2016). 
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generic manufacturers.180  “Each generic company would have wanted to ensure that no other 

generic preceded its entry into the market – and would have sought that assurance by 

obtaining a contingent launch provision in its settlement agreement.”181  In short, the brand 

conspired with each generic, but the generics did not conspire together.182 

Coordination clauses are common in cartel arrangements.183  In a competitive world, a 

brand manufacturer would offer a non-exclusive authorized generic license without a 

coordination clause.  However, in Actos and Nexium, the coordination clauses created intent 

beyond conscious parallelism: it shaped the generic manufacturers’ self-interest.  As the 

economic expert testified in Nexium, 

“the contingent launch provision in [the first filer]’s settlement agreement diminished 

the likelihood of subsequent ANDA filers seeking to enter the generic … market. … 

[T]he contingent launch provision ‘had the effect of reducing the likelihood that [a 

generic manufacturer] would challenge and break the bottleneck, which mean[t] for 

[the first filer][,] it became more likely that [it was] able to use [its] 180-day 

exclusivity period and make the profits associated with that.”184 

Table 2 supports the expert’s argument that most drugs do not face multiple ANDA 

applications.185  It provides some summary statistics based on the FDA ANDA application 

records between 2004 and 2020.186   

  

 
180 Id. at 57 (quoting “[T]he district court correctly recognized that ‘[t]here is no sufficient evidence here that 

[the generic manufacturers] conspired together, that they acted otherwise than in their own individual best 

interest.’”).  
181 Id. 
182 Id. at 58. 
183 Ari Hyytinen, Frode Steen & Otto Toivanen, An anatomy of cartel contracts, 129 ECON. J. 2155, Table B.4 

(2019) (finding that 41% of pure allocation cartel agreements contain an entry clause, which dictates what 

participants can do when a rival enters the market). 
184 In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litigation, 842 F.3d at 47. 
185 In economic terms, the number of applications and market size are positively correlated.  U.S. Food & Drug 

Admin., Drug Shortage: Root Causes and Potential Solutions (Feb. 21, 2020), 

https://www.fda.gov/media/131130/download (“When market conditions limit manufacturers’ profitability, they 

reduce a firm’s motivation to maintain a presence in, or enter the market for older prescription drugs, and to 

invest in manufacturing quality and redundant capacity.”). 
186 The U.S. Food & Drug Admin., Paragraph IV Drug Product Applications: Generic Drug Patent Challenge 

Notifications (Dec. 1, 2020), https://www.fda.gov/media/133240/download. 
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Table 2: Paragraph IV ANDA Applications – Summary Statistics (March 2, 2004 to December 1, 2020). 

 

Observation 

Average 

number of 

ANDA 

applications 

Median 

number of 

ANDA 

applications 

Minimum 

number of 

ANDA 

applications 

Maximum 

number of 

ANDA 

applications 

Standard 

Deviation 

All medications 

(drug product) 
1308 1.25 1 0 29 2.956 

Medications 

whose last 

qualifying patent 

has expired (pre-

December 1st, 

2020) 

846 0.63 0 0 16 1.268 

Medications 

whose last 

qualifying patent 

has yet to expire 

(post-December 

1st, 2021) 

462 2.39 1 0 29 3.761 

All medications 

with at least one 

ANDA 

application 

865 1.89 1 1 29 2.997 

 

As this table shows, many drugs (462 out of 1308) have claimed patents that have yet 

to expire even though they have ANDAs.  Brand firms seem to be attempting to extend the 

life of their monopoly (similar to Actos).  This strategy – combined with pay-for-delay – can 

help extend an existing monopoly or leverage it into other protected products (e.g., 

compound drugs). 

Under Twombly, probabilistic intent is not sufficient.  Courts should review the 

evidentiary burden for counterfactual entry dates when dealing with multiple settlements with 

coordinated clauses.  Coordinated clause settlements create barriers to entry and 

disincentivize outsiders from challenging the status quo.   

These multiparty settlements create an explicit bottleneck that was implicitly created 

by the Act and through one reverse settlement.  These explicit bottlenecks are what the 

Sherman Act attempts to deter (i.e., coordinate behavior).  They offer no dynamic 

(innovation) or static (competition) efficiencies.  Thus, these multiparty agreements should be 

viewed under an even less favorable light than reverse payments. 
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Scholars argued that reverse payments have one redeeming quality: they decrease 

uncertainties; but the uncertainty ends with the first deals.  Multiparty deals do not further 

decrease uncertainties.  While these many settlements may not signal anticompetitive intents, 

the effect could still be anticompetitive.  Society would benefit from contextualizing 

individual agreements into the market effect discussion – instead of focusing on individual 

intent. 

b. Intent vs. Effect: Multimarket Settlements 

Contextualization in multimarket settlements raise many challenges.  Deals with 

ambiguous effects could well be anticompetitive or harmful to society when put into context. 

These deals regularly occur because the pharmaceutical industry is concentrated.187 Brand 

and generic manufacturers often operate in the same markets.  For example, in Nexium, the 

brand manufacturer, AstraZeneca, attached all its settlements to other drugs or lawsuits.188 

With Ranbaxy, AstraZeneca subcontracted for the production of Nexium and two other 

AstraZeneca drugs.189  With Teva, AstraZeneca settled concurrently another lawsuit 

involving another drug (Prilosec).190  With Dr. Reddy’s, AstraZeneca also settled another 

infringement lawsuit.191  These joint settlements can be interpreted as leveraging their 

bargaining power in one product market into another. 

Some multimarket agreements may be concluded in one or multiple separate 

settlements.  For example, companies may launch litigation in other markets to retaliate.  In 

 
187 See, e.g., Connecticut et al v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 3:2019cv00710 (D. Conn. May 10, 2019). In 2019, 

attorney generals from 46 states, the District of Columbia and four U.S. territories filed an antitrust lawsuit 

against 20 generic manufacturers for antitrust conspiracy. The Complaint discusses multiple markets and 

demonstrates the repeated nature of the players involved. See Complaint, Connecticut v. Teva Pharm. USA, 

Inc., 3:2019cv00710 (D. Conn. May 2019), https://authoring.ct.gov/-/media/AG/Press_Releases/2019/FINAL-

UNREDACTED-Teva-Complaint-for-CT-District-Court.pdf?la=en.  
188 In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litigation, 842 F.3d 34, 42–43 (1st Cir. 2016). 
189 Id. at 42. 
190 Id. at 43.  
191 Id. 
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theory, credible retaliation can be used to ensure cartel membership.192  Companies may 

leverage an existing litigation in other markets or negotiate based on anticipated future 

disputes arising.193  In these situations, companies may also form deals sequentially rather 

than on the same day (e.g., AbbVie194).  This may help evade detection.  

In theory, a rational agent who benefited from one settlement may renege on a 

gentlemen’s agreement to provide payment at a subsequent settlement.  The risk of cheating 

can however be mitigated by the incentive to maintain a cooperative reputation.195  

Reputation can be important for repeat players to ensure cooperation in future games. Theory 

shows that repeated interaction can help maintain collusion.196  

Repeat players are known as recidivists. Table 3 lists pharmaceutical companies that 

participated in at least two alleged reverse settlements in post-Actavis cases.197  Table 4 

identifies settlement clusters, including Nexium, that involved at least two of the same entities 

during one span of five years.198  Broader studies have also found that the pharmaceutical 

industry is prone to cartelization and recidivism.199 

 
192 See, e.g., Dale K. Osborne, Cartel problems, 5 AM. ECON. REV. 835 (1976). However, retaliation may be 

secondary to negotiation as a tactic.  See, e.g., Jelle D. Jaspers, Managing cartels: How cartel participants 

create stability in the absence of law, 23 EUR. J. CRIM. PO’Y & RESE. 319, 331–32 (2017) (discussing Dutch 

cartels and evidence that retaliation may be a secondary tool for negotiation). 
193 FED. TRADE COMM’N, FTC Again Charges Endo and Impax with Illegally Preventing Competition in U.S. 

Market for Oxymorphone ER, (Jan. 25, 2021), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2021/01/ftc-

again-charges-endo-impax-illegally-preventing-competition-us. 
194  FTC v. AbbVie Inc., 976 F.3d 327 (3d Cir. 2020). 
195 Jelle D. Jaspers, Managing Cartels: How Cartel Participants Create Stability in the Absence of Law, 23 EUR. 

J. CRIM. PO’Y & RESE. 319, 331–32 (2017) (discussing reputation as one mechanism to stabilize a cartel). See 

also, Dale K. Osborne, Cartel problems, 5 AM. ECON. REV. 835 (1976). 
196 Margaret C. Levenstein & Valerie Y. Suslow, What determines cartel success?, 44 J. ECON. LIT. 43, 46 

(2006). 
197 The data in Tables 3 and 4 are limited to settlements that were challenged in the public record by federal 

antitrust suits.  The data is also biased towards settlements from the mid-2000s because most post-Actavis 

settlements that have been challenged in federal courts have not yet received court decisions.  Thus, it is hard to 

get a complete picture of recidivism in the United States. The list of cases was obtained from Westlaw. See 

Practical Law Antitrust, Actavis Case Tracker (2020), Westlaw, https://www.westlaw.com/1-584-

1208?transitionType=Default&contextData=(sc.Default)&VR=3.0&RS=cblt1.0. 
198 Id.  
199 In Europe, one study of cartels across all industries from 1999 to 2015 concluded that the pharmaceutical 

industry featured the highest proportion (86%) of multiple offense cartels. Margaret C. Levenstein, Catarina 

Marvão, & Valerie Y. Suslow, Note, Serial Collusion in Context: Repeat Offenses by Firm or by Industry?, 

OECD  Global F. on Competition 12 (2015).  Another study included Sanofi-Aventis, Bayer AG, and Solvay – 

three European pharmaceutical companies that have been implicated in reverse payment settlements in the US – 

on a list of the 52 leading cartel recidivists that have been fined by the European Commission from 1990 to 
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The Federal Trade Commission,200 Department of Justice201 and State Attorney 

Generals202 are attempting to understand the complex settlements that occur in these markets.  

But this is even harder for multilateral agreements. Two problems arise for monitoring multi-

jurisdictional and multi-drug agreements.   

First, it is difficult to detect agreements across different geographic markets.  Foreign 

settlements are not reported to the FTC.  The law only requires settlements that concern 

ANDAs – which are US-specific – to be reported.203  Pharmaceutical firms have no incentive 

to report foreign settlements that affect multi-national competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2009. See John M. Connor, Recidivism Revealed: Private International Cartels 1990–2009, COMPETITION 

POL’Y INT’L, Autumn 2010, Tbl. 1. Finally, one observer noted that out of all European industries, “recurrent 

cartel partners” are particularly evident among pharmaceuticals. Catarina Marvão, The EU Leniency Programme 

and Recidivism, 48 REV. INDUS. ORG. 1, 10 (2016).  While these studies are not specific to reverse payment 

settlements, they do involve the same firms. 
200 Markus H. Meier, Bradley S. Albert, & Kara Monahan, Overview of FTC Actions in Pharmaceutical 

Products and Distribution (June 2019), https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/attachments/competition-policy-

guidance/overview_pharma_june_2019.pdf. 
201 See, e.g., Press Release, The U.S. Department of Justice, Major Generic Pharmaceutical Company Admits to 

Antitrust Crimes (Mar. 2, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/major-generic-pharmaceutical-company-

admits-antitrust-crimes; Press Release, The U.S. Department of Justice, Sixth Pharmaceutical Company 

Charged In Ongoing Criminal Antitrust Investigation (July 23, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/sixth-

pharmaceutical-company-charged-ongoing-criminal-antitrust-investigation; Press Release, The U.S. Department 

of Justice, Seventh Generic Drug Manufacturer Is Charged In Ongoing Criminal Antitrust Investigation (Aug. 

25, 2020), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/seventh-generic-drug-manufacturer-charged-ongoing-criminal-

antitrust-investigation. 
202 See In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust Litigation, 842 F.3d 34, 42–43 (1st Cir. 2016). 
203 21 U.S.C. § 1112 (2011). 
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Pharma Company 

(Original Name) 

Number of 

Agreements  

Pharma Company (Present 

Name) 
Number of 

Agreements 

Teva 8  Teva (fmr. Barr) 11 

Impax 5  Pfizer  
(fmr. Mylan & Warner) 

6 
Ranbaxy 4  

Mylan 4  Allergan plc  
(fmr. Actavis & Watson) 

5 
Barr 3  

Watson 3  Impax 5 

Anchen 2  Sun Pharma 
 (fmr. Ranbaxy) 

4 
GSK 2  

Warner 2  Par (fmr. Anchen) 2 

Lupin 2  GSK 2 

Endo 2  Endo 2 

Actavis 2  Lupin 2 
     

Table 3: List of recidivist pharma companies that formed multiple reverse agreements that were subject to 

at least one post-Actavis federal court rulings.  Agreements are dated from 2005 to 2013.  The table on the 

left uses the original company name.  The table on the right accounts for mergers and uses the present firm 

name; it only includes agreements from the table on the left.   
 

 
 

Case Name 

Reverse 

Settlement 

Year 

Cir. Court 

Decision 

Year 
Teva 

Ranbaxy  
(now Sun 

Pharma) 

Mylan 
 (now 

Pfizer) 

In Re: Modafinil Antitrust Litigation, 

837 F.3d 238 (3d Cir. 2018) 
2005-6 2018 X X X 

In re Nexium (Esomeprazole) Antitrust 

Litigation, 842 F.3d 34 (1st Cir. 2016) 
2008 2016 X X   

In re Lipitor Antitrust Litigation, 868 

F.3d 231 (3d Cir. 2017) 
2008 2017 X X   

In re Actos End Payor Antitrust 
Litigation, 848 F.3d 89 (3d Cir. 2017) 

2010 2017 X X X 

Table 4: Four settlement clusters – which involved at least two of the same entities during one span of five 

years – that were subject to four post-Actavis federal court rulings.  
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In addition, the FTC cannot easily obtain confidential foreign settlement data.  For 

example, the European Commission collects patent settlement agreements made in the 

European Economic Area from pharmaceutical companies and publishes annual reports 

similar to the FTC MMA reports.204  However, the underlying settlement data is confidential.  

And pursuant to a bilateral EU-US agreement, confidential data for competition 

investigations in the EU cannot be shared with US agencies absent the consent of all 

parties.205  

Second, it can be difficult to prove agreements across different product markets.  The 

FTC has detected some multi-settlement agreements that involve settlements formed on the 

same day (e.g., AbbVie206).  But other agreements may evade detection (e.g., delayed 

agreements).  Even if these agreements were detected, some courts demand that the plaintiffs 

provide evidence that the settlements were connected. 207  This evidence is usually protected 

under attorney-client privilege.208  And even if evidence is found, the evidentiary standards 

set by courts can be inefficient in the reverse settlement context.  

 Product or geographic market retaliations or negotiations raise twice the concern 

because they involve two markets.  Courts should be more willing to contextualize different 

agreements despite the challenges that may occur. In Lipitor,209 the Third Circuit 

contextualized different agreements.  These deals involved both a product and geographic 

market switch.  Pfizer sued Ranbaxy for its Paragraph IV filing of Lipitor.210  Around the 

 
204 Directorate-General of Competition for the Eur. Union, Archive on Monitoring of patent settlements, 

https://ec.europa.eu/competition/sectors/pharmaceuticals/archive/index.html (last accessed Dec. 13, 2020). 
205 See 4 Trade Reg. Rep. (CCH) 13, Art. VIII (1995) (agreement between the Government of the United States 

of America and the Commission of the European Communities Regarding the Application of their Competition 

Laws). 
206 FTC v. AbbVie Inc., 976 F.3d 327 (3d Cir. 2020)  
207 See e.g., In Re Humira (Adalimumab) Antitrust Litigation, 465 F. Supp. 3d 811 (N.D. Ill. 2020) (claiming 

that settlements between AbbVie and generic manufacturers in the US and in Europe amount to reverse payment 

in kind but dismissed by the court for lack of evidence that it was a quid pro quo that limited entry). 
208 Chief Justice Roberts noted this in his dissent in Actavis: “Much of the evidence about the party’s motivation 

may be embedded in legal advice from its attorney, which would presumably be shielded from discovery.” 

Actavis, 133 S. Ct. at 2245 (Roberts, C.J., dissenting). 
209 In re Lipitor Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 231 (3d Cir. 2017). 
210 Id. at 242–45.  
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same time, Ranbaxy (with Teva, another generic) made a Paragraph IV filing for another 

drug, Accupril.211  Pfizer settled both lawsuits with Ranbaxy and negotiated a global Lipitor 

license.  In the US, they agreed to delay the entry for Lipitor – beyond the original first 

patents – thus creating a bottleneck for generic competitors.212  The arrangement also settled 

a lawsuit in Canada for another drug, Caduet.213  Pfizer allegedly leveraged the Accupril 

lawsuit to force a settlement in the Lipitor lawsuit. 214   

The two individual deals did not specify that they were quid pro quo; plaintiffs had to 

put the pieces together.  The Third Circuit was convinced that the plaintiffs’ theory was 

plausible and remanded for further proceedings.215  In similar situations, victims often 

struggle to contextualize these deals and courts have issues with viewing the intent of 

multiple deals affecting multiple markets.  

First, some settlements may not create barriers to entry (i.e., competition-neutral).  

Companies may reach one competition-neutral settlement in exchange for a more restraining 

deal in another market.  Some courts may strike down both agreements because one side of 

the agreement has anticompetitive effects, whereas other courts may contextualize the overall 

deal and find that they are welfare-enhancing overall.  The question becomes whether the 

restriction was necessary or ancillary. 

Courts have ruled on the necessary versus ancillary nature of some agreement aspects 

in other antitrust disputes.216  Courts have excised some anticompetitive aspects from 

agreements.217  The question becomes whether both agreements become enforceable. The 

parties may want to rescind both agreements: the parties may find that the pro-competitive or 

 
211 Id. at 244. 
212 Id. at 245. 
213 Id. 
214 Id. at 253. 
215 Id. at 274. 
216 See, e.g., Broad. Music, Inc. v. Columbia Broad. Sys., Inc., 441 U.S. 1 (1979) (holding that price restrictions 

are necessary to the creation of a new product – the blanket license). 
217 See, e.g., NCAA v. Bd. of Regents of the Univ. of Oklahoma, 468 U.S. 85 (1984) (holding that some 

restrictions like field size are necessary to create a league while broadcasting restrictions are not). 
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competition-neutral settlement was never a valid contract if the consideration was the other 

agreement.   

For example, the patent holders may grant an authorized generic license to a generic 

manufacturer in a smaller market in exchange for not entering a more lucrative but less 

patent-secure drug market.  The patent holders may include a license termination clause for 

authorized generics that is triggered if the (in-kind) pay-for-delay arrangement in the other 

market is invalidated.   

Courts will have two avenues to assess this situation.  First, they can assess the overall 

welfare effect.  If they choose to enforce the overall agreement, the court will harm some 

consumers while benefiting others.  Second, the courts can assess each individual market.  To 

avoid continuous monitoring, some courts may prefer to invalidate the overall agreement.  

Otherwise, courts would need to invalidate the restrictive agreement while enforcing the 

competition-neutral agreement (e.g., granting a compulsory license). However, the second 

approach raises more questions.  For example, if the dispute involves a foreign jurisdiction, 

US courts may not have the authority to mingle with foreign contracts or foreign patent 

rights. 

Second, as discussed, these parties have repeated interactions.  They may settle one 

market dispute with the expectation of giving preferential treatment or forming another 

agreement in the future.  In other words, the deals may be not concurrent, and the 

consideration may be future settlements, which may not go through any courts – foreign or 

domestic. 

Some settlements will inevitably fall through the cracks.  For those that are detected, 

courts would need to contextualize relationships, over the long-term, between parties to 

understand the deals, their intent, and effect.  Private plaintiffs may not be able to find 
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sufficient evidence to prove these relationships.  Government may have to look into these 

generic manufacturers more closely.218   

Multimarket settlements make enforcement more difficult.  The probability that 

enforcement deters an anticompetitive behavior depends on: (1) the probability of monitoring 

(i.e., identifying anticompetitive behavior); (2) the probability of litigation (i.e., victims 

decide to raise a claim); and (3) the probability of efficient adjudication (i.e., courts maximize 

societal welfare when ruling). The probability that multiparty and multimarket settlements 

are optimally monitored decreases with the number of entities and markets.  Affected parties 

will find it more difficult to understand the links between agreements that do not refer to each 

other.   

The number of parties and markets have ambiguous effects on the probability that an 

affected party bring a suit.  Multilateral agreements increase the number of affected parties.  

So, more parties may have standing to bring a suit.  However, the more parties and markets 

involved, the more complicated a lawsuit becomes.  The more complex the suit, the more 

expensive it becomes to litigate and the fewer the parties can (or want to, given the uncertain 

outcome) carry the cost of litigation.   

If the probability of enforcement remains the same as under two-party settlements, 

then courts should make it easier to find anticompetitive behavior (e.g., decrease burden of 

proof) in these multiparty/multimarket agreements.  This approach would also decrease 

uncertainties and may encourage litigation.   

 

 

 
218 Letter from Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Member, Committee on Oversight and Government Reform, 

and Sen. Bernard Sanders, Chairman, Subcommittee on Primary Health and Aging Committee on Health, 

Education, Labor, and Pensions, to Erez Vigodman, President & Chief Exec. Officer, Teva Pharmaceutical 

Industries Ltd. (Oct. 2, 2014),  

https://oversight.house.gov/sites/democrats.oversight.house.gov/files/documents/Letter%20to%20Teva%20Phar

maceutical.pdf. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Actavis has not had the desired deterrence effect.  Multilateral agreements have 

proliferated.  These agreements differ so much from the facts in Actavis that they raise new 

challenges.  To address these challenges, courts should attempt to contextualize these deals 

and reconsider their evidentiary standards by giving theories a chance.  Since Twombly, 

Courts look for the smoking gun.  Courts should put more weight on context and theory: they 

should use a plus factor approach using context and theory and adding circumstantial 

evidence.  Competition law enforcers also have a part to play: they need to investigate the 

relationship between brand and generic manufacturers over the long-term.   

Governmental agencies are often better placed than private plaintiffs to understand the 

larger picture.  In January, the FTC sued two companies for forming a second agreement to 

share monopoly profits rather than compete over an opioid medication.219  In a 2010 

agreement, the brand-firm Endo paid the generic-firm Impax to delay entry.220  Antitrust 

enforcers sued.221  In 2017, Endo was asked by the FDA to withdraw and reformulate its 

brand drug over quality control issues.222  Then, Impax paid Endo to not re-enter the 

market.223  Antitrust enforcers are now suing again.  Reverse payments will continue to cause 

recurrent problems until some of the multilateral agreement challenges have been addressed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
219 Press Release, Federal Trade Commission, FTC Again Charges Endo and Impax with Illegally Preventing 

Competition in U.S. Market for Oxymorphone ER (Jan. 25, 2021), https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-

releases/2021/01/ftc-again-charges-endo-impax-illegally-preventing-competition-us.  
220 Id.  
221 Endo Pharm. Inc. v. FTC, 345 F. Supp. 3d 554 (E.D. Pa. 2018); see also In re Opana ER Antritrust Litig., 

162 F. Supp. 3d 704 (N.D. Ill 2016).  
222 See In re Lipitor Antitrust Litig., 868 F.3d 231 (3d Cir. 2017).  
223 Id.  
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